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Abstract
We propose a new framework for resource allocation basedon
concepts from macroeconomics, Specifically, we address the
difficult problem of managing resources in a multiple-query

and, as we will show, provide better performance.
At any point in
time, a resource manager makes the best possible allocation
decisions based on the current workload,
however, resource
contention may change as queries enter and leave the system. To

environment
composed of queries with widely varying resource
requirements.
The central element of the framework is a resource
broker that realizes a profit by “selling”
resources to competing
operators using a performance-based
“currency.”
The guiding
principle for brokering resources is profit maximization.
In other
words, since the currency is derived from the performance
objective, the broker can achieve the best performance by making
the scheduling and resource allocation decisions that maximize
profit.
Moreover, the broker employs dynamic techniques and
adapts by changing previous allocation decisions while queries are
executing.
In a first validation
study of the framework,
we
developed a prototype broker that manages memory and disk
bandwidth
for a multi-user
query workload.
The performance
objective for the prototype broker is to minimize slowdown with
the constraint of fairness. Slowdown measures how much higher
tbe response time is in a multi-user environment than a single-user
environment, and fairness measures how even is the degradation
in response time among all queries as the system load increases,
Our simulation results show the viability of the broker framework
and the effectiveness
of our query admission
and resource
allocation policies for multi-user workloads.

achieve the best performance, a resource manager should be
capable of adapting to these changes in resource contention.
Adaptability could be achieved by changing future allocation
decisions based on the current resource contention [MeD93a,
Yu93], or as we will show, by dynamically changing current
allocation decisions, necessitating operators that can adapt to
fluctuationsin their resourceallocation while they areexecuting.
We propose a new framework for query scheduling and
resourceallocation that uses concepts from macroeconomicsto
reduce complexity. The framework presently addressessharedmemory architectures,but we plan to extend it to hierarchical
architectures[GrD93]. After a performance objective has been

1. Introduction
In order to maximize system performance in a multi-user query
environment, it is necessary that resources such as memory, disk
bandwidth,
and processor bandwidth
be allocated effectively
during query execution.
Since resources are inter-related,
it is
desirable for the resource manager to handle all resources that
affect performance.
For example, memory allocated to a memoryintensive operator such as a hash join allows the operator to use a
larger hash table, and therefore reduces disk contention,
A
resource manager that takes both memory and disk bandwidth
resources into account can balance memory and disk contention
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defined, a currency is derived that reflects the value of a resource
allocation to the objective, A resource broker, the central element
of the framework, sells resources to query processing operators in
the currency in order to achieve the performance objective.
The
broker realizes a profit by selling resources, and maximizing profit
results in the best performance because of the relationship of the
currency to the performance
objective,
Thus, the principle
of
proji[ maximization
guides the broker in all of its admission and
allocation decisions. The operators submit bids to the broker to
buy the system resources they need to execute, such as memory,
disk bandwidth, and processor bandwidth,
The key elements of
the broker are the currency, which is used by the allocation policy
to determine the value of an allocation toward the performance
objective; the admission policy, which controls the number of
current bidders; and the allocation policy, which controls how the
scarce resources are shared among the current bidders.
The currency is derived from the performance objective so that
the bid price is a direct reflection of the value of an allocation,
wherea higher price indicates an allocation that is more favorable
to the objective.
Since a higher bid price necessarily implies a
larger overall contribution
to the performance
objective,
the
broker can attain the best performance
simply by making the
scheduling and resource allocation
decisions that maximize its
profitability.
While
previous
macroeconomic
techniques
for
resource allocation
use an artificial
currency for the sale of
resources and do not address the distribution
of wealth among
bidders or users [FYN88,
WHH92],
our performance-based
currency effectively
provides an implicit
distribution
of wealth
that maximizes system-wide performance.
Scheduling new queries is controlled by the admission policy.
A new query will be admitted only if doing so will increase broker
profitability.
Clearly, a new query may be admitted if sufficient
resources are available to meet its needs. A new query may also
be admitted if sufficient resources could be bought back from
lower bidders to meet the needs of the new query; this increases
profit and thus performance.
Once a query gains admission, the
operators in the query are allowed to bid for resources according

to the allocation
policy.
The allocation
policy

determineshow the scarceresourcesare
shared among the currently executing operators,with resources
being sold to the highestbidder, or operator,in order to maximize
profit
and therefore
overall
system performance.
Executing
operators are required to submit bids to the broker multiple times
during their execution, where the result of a bid is the amount of
resources the bidder is allowed to use. The allocation resulting
from a bid maybe anincrease,
decrease, ornochange
from the
bidder’s previous allocation, and the operator is expected to adapt
to any changes in its allocation
This is accomplished by using
adaptable algorithms, such as [DaG94, PCL93a].
Bidding during
operator execution allows the broker to dynamically
adapt to
changes in resource contention
In other words, the broker may
buy back resources from a low bidder to sell to a higher bidder to
increase profitability.
The broker avoids delays by quickly
responding to each bid with an allocation of resources. Previous
allocation
techniques
have used auctions
to sell resources
[FYN88, WHH92],
Inanauction,
the broker collects bids untila
certain amount of time has passed; the winner of the auction is
then chosen from among the bidders. Auctions perform well for
coarse granularity
resource allocation, but the delay due to bid
collection may be too large for fine granrrlity resource allocation.
Theremainder
ofthispaper
isorganized as follows. In Section
2, we briefly review previous work that is related to our research.
Sechon 3 presents the framework
for resource brokering, while
the specific policy decisions we made for our prototype broker are
detailed in Section 4. We describe the simulator we used for
experimentation
in Section 5, and present our experimental results
in Section 6. Finally, we summarize the paper and offer our
conclusions.
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communication
capacity, a job could migrate among nodes in
order to obtain a lower price for processor time
The economy
was shown to improve performance compared to a non-economic
load balancing
algorithm.
This research demonstrated
that
competitive
macroeconomic
techniques are generally useful for
resource allocation problems in computer systems Furthermore,
the macroeconomic approach reduced the complexity of resource
allocation
problems and provided stability.
The paper did not
propose specific policies to control the distribution
of wealth, but
the goal was that wealth would be used as a priority
so that
wealthy jobs would experience lower response times than poor
jobs. The use of wealth as a priority was shown to be ineffective
when the bidder changes its bid price due to losing past auctions.
The two disadvantages of the auction process are that it has a
potentially
high overhead due to the bid collection process, and
that the sale price of a resource does not accurately reflect the
demand for the resource because the highest bidder pays its bid
price regardless of the amount of resource contention, or number
of bidders.
We address the distribution
of wealth with a
performance-based
currency,
which
provides
an implicit
distribution
of wealth that maximizes system-wide performance.
The broker avoids the delays inherent to an auction by responding
quickly to each bid with an allocation of resources.
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Waldspurger et al. created an economy to utilize idle CPU time
in a distributed network of heterogeneous workstations [WHH92],
SPAWN uses auctions to sell idle CPU time on workstations, and
the winner is granted exclusive use of the machine for the duration
of the time slice.
The time slice is typically
of a coarse
granularity, e.g., one minute. To perform work, a task may spawn
child tasks, which are funded by the parent. Additional
child
tasks may be spawned given sufficient
funding
and resource
availability,
and child tasks that are no longer cost effective may
be terminated.
SPAWN uses funding rates, rather than absolute
distributions
of wealth, and the allocation of funding to users is
assumed to be handled by human administrators,
Stonebraker et al. propose to use a macroeconomic model for
storage management
and query execution
in the Mariposa
distributed database system [SDK94].
Each query has a budget
with which
to bid for services.
Queries are divided
into
subqueries, each of which receives a portion of the budget. A
“broker” is responsible for getting the query performed by tinding
the appropriate sites to execute the subqueries. The paper does
not discuss the method to execute the subqueries once they are
assigned to a site, which is the problem we address in this paper,
Return on Consumption
(ROC) was proposed by Yu and
Cornell
to measure the effectiveness
of additional
memory
allocation on overall response time improvement
[Yu93J. ROC is
the benefit to cost ratio of additional
memory compared to an
For hash join,
the
operator’s
minimum
memory
allocation
minimum
memory
allocation
is Mmin = jiidgeFactor
x R,
where R is the size of the build input in pages, and fudgeFactor
is
used to account for hash table overhead. A heuristic strategy is
proposed and shown to be near optimal,
Essentially, the most
effective use of memory to reduce average response time is to give
the maximum
memory allocation
to small operators and the
minimum
memory allocation
to large operators,
However, the
heuristic strategy is very sensitive to its target ROC parameter that
determines the division between small and large operators, and the
paper does not elaborate how to set this parameter. We use ROC
as the currency for our prototype broker,

Carey et al. used fairness in a study of dynamic query
allocation in distributed database systems [CLL85].
Fairness is
achieved if the ratio of response time to wait time is the same for
all queries. Mehta and DeWitt present scheduling and allocation
policies for complex workloads to satisfy the goaI of fairness
[MeD93a].
Fairness is defined
in [MeD93a]
as an even
degradation in response time among different classes of queries as
the system load increases. An adaptive technique is proposed in
which queries are categorized into three classes according to the
size of the build input.
Separate per-class multiprogramming
levels (MPLs), which may be dynamically
adjusted, control the
query scheduling.
Queries in the small class are allocated their
maximum memory allocation, while queries in the large class are
allocated their minimum
memory
allocation,
The remaining
memory is evenly allocated among the queries in the medium
class. Fairness is measured as follows,
First, determine for each
class the ratio of the average observed response time to the
average
query

standalone
is executed
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(the
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disposal).
This ratio is the slowdown, which measures how much
higher the response time is in a multi-user environment than in a
single-user environment,
Fairness is then defined in [MeD93a] as
the standard deviation
in the three ratios, so a lower value
indicates more fair treatment. The adaptive technique is compared
to several other static scheduling and allocation
techniques and
shown to provide much better fairness. This research identified
the important criterion of “fairness” for a complex, multiple-query
workload and demonstrated the ineffectiveness of static allocation
and scheduling strategies (such as FCFS scheduling) to attain this

goal. This research used fairness as the goal, but a system could
meet the goal of fairness while providing
very high response
times, Therefore, the performance
objective for our prototype
broker is to minimize
slowdown with the constraint of fairness
over all queries.
Pang et al. proposed dynamic memory allocation strategies for
real-time database systems with firm deadlines [PCL94],
The
objective of Priority Memory Management (PMM) is to minimize
the number of missed deadlines, and it does this by keeping
resource utilization
high to fully exploit the machine, and by
effectively
allocating
memory,
PMM dynamically
adjusts the
multiprogramming
level (MPL) to keep resource utilization
high.
In other words, more queries may be permitted to run with less
memory if disk utilization
is low. To effectively allocate memory,
PMM incorporates the results from [Yu93]. One of two memory
allocation techniques is used at any point in time: Max gives the
maximum
memory
allocation
to all executing
queries, and
MinMax gives the maximum allocation to urgent queries and tbe
minimum allocation to the rest. As a query nears its deadline, it
becomes urgent and its allocation will be fixed at its maximum
memory requirement.
Thus, the memory allocation made to a
query may dynamically
vary among no allocation, its minimum,
and its maximum.
Compared to static and proportional
allocation
schemes, PMM
was shown to be much more effective
in
minimizing
the number of missed deadlines, especially under
heavier system loads. This work is the only work of which we are
aware that dynamically
varies operator memory allocations,
as
does the broker.
Although
the techniques presented could be
adapted for more general use, the PMM algorithm is specific to
real-time
systems with firm deadlines.
In our research, we
propose a new and general framework for resource allocation that
supports a wide variety of objectives. In our prototype broker, we
are also concerned with improving device utilization,
but we take
a different
approach than increasing
the MPL.
The broker
allocates both memory and disk bandwidth to improve resource
utilization.
We designed
a new adaptable
hash join
algorithm,
the
Memory-Contention
Responsive Hash Join (MCRHJ)
[DaG94],
and found in our validation
study that MCRHJ provides lower
response times than competitive
algorithms,
such as [PCL93b].
Therefore, the MCRHJ algorithm is used in our prototype broker.
MCRHJ achieves a reduction in the amount of time spent on 1/0
and its adaptability
by using dynamically
sized 1/0 buffers, or
clusters. A reduction in 1/0 time requires a tradeoff between the
1/0 volume (number of pages of intermediate 1/0) and the number
of 1/0 operations. The basic algorithm divides the build and probe
inputs into multiple partitions, any of which may be resident in
memory or spilled to disk. Pages not in use by any partition are
kept on a free list, Resident partitions may obtain pages from the
free list to increase the size of the hash table, and spilled partitions
may obtain pages to enlarge their output clusters, When the free
list is exhausted, either a spilled partition must be flushed or a
resident partition
must be spilled.
The output cluster size is
maximized by choosing the largest partition to flush or spill. An
increase in memory is exploited by dynamically
increasing the
size of the 1/0 clusters, and by restoring spilled partitions to
memory.
A decrease in memory is adapted to by dynamically
decreasing the size of the clusters, and by spilling
resident
partitions.

3. Resource

Broker

are exploited. Furthermore, the framework supports a wide
variety of objectives by modification of a small set of policies,
The broker managesboth the admissionof queries to the system,
which affectsresourcecontention, and the allocation of resources
among executing operators, which uses a bidding process in a
performance-based
currency, The currency is derived from the
performance objective so that it directly reflects the performance
impact
of an allocation,
allowing
the broker to maximize
performance
automatically
by simply maximizing
profit.
The
interaction of queries and operators with the broker is illustrated
in Figure 1. Once a new query is issued by a user, it requests
admission, or the right to execute, from the resource broker.
Depending on the admission policy and the system load, the query
may be delayed before admission is granted, but a query is never
denied admission.
When the query does gain admission to the
system, the operators in the query are permitted
to bid for
resources. The broker controls all resources and holds unallocated
resources in short-term reserves (other possibilities
for structuring
the broker are discussed at the end of this section). If the reserves
are insufficient
to meet the bidder’s resource requirements,
the
bidder must wait until the reserves have been replenished.
To
replenish the resource reserves, the broker may buy resources
back from a bidder with a lower bid price than the waiting bidder.
This is the same mechanism the broker uses to dynamically
adapt
to changes in resource contention.
In other words, the broker
automatically
adapts to changes in the workload because of its
price system.
Note that the broker controls
all allocation
decisions, so bidders are required to sell or buy resources as
directed by the broker; however, the broker will never require a
bidder to reduce its allocation
below its minimum
memory
requirement.
This allows the broker to maximize overall system
performance by selling the most resources to queries that can
make
the
largest
contribution
to
overall
performance.
Furthermore, the queries and operators are trusted by the broker,
The five elements of the broker are: (1) performance objective, (2)
performance-based
currency, (3) admission policy, (4) allocation
policy, and (5) adaptable algorithms.
We now describe each of
these five elements at a conceptual level. Although we describe
the broker as if it were a single entity, it could be implemented as
a hierarchy or some other structure, and we discuss such issues at
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The broker framework
provides the capability
to dynamically
manage the allocation
of resources among resource-intensive
queries in order to achieve a system-wide performance objective.
To simply this complex problem, concepts from macroeconomics
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buy

the end of this section.
The goal of the broker
is to achieve a system-wide
pe~ormance
objective,
where any objective may be specified,
average
response
time,”
“maximize
such
as “minimize
throughput,” or some other goal. Once the performance objective
has been determined,
it is necessary to derive a currency that
directly reflects tbe value to this objective of an allocation.
This
derivation of the currency from the performance objective means
there is a direct association between broker profitability
and
system-wide
performance.
This simplifies
the broker’s task,
allowing it to focus only on maximizing
profit, and the systemwide performance objective is automatically
maximized.
process to determine
The carrency is used by the allocation
which bidder
may buy what amount of resources.
During
execution, operators submit bids in the currency to buy resources
from the broker, and the allocation policy dictates how resources
should be divided among the competing bidders, The currency
measures the contribution
of the bidder to the system-wide
performance objective, and a higher bid price necessarily implies
a larger contribution.
In fact, the currency
and expected
performance
must be related
linearly.
When
defining
the
currency, it may be necessary to take into account the opportunity
cost [G1L89].
Considering
the benefit of an allocation
to an
operator (e.g., relative reduction in response time) accounts for the
However, there is also a cost
local effect of the allocation,
associated with every allocation
in that the opportunity
is
sacrificed
to allocate those resources to any other operator.
Ignoring the opportunity cost may result in a Pyrrhic allocation.
The admission
policy
controls
resource
contention
by
scheduling new queries for execution.
There are two issues for
the admission policy.
First, the next query to execute must be
This could
be
chosen from
among
the waiting
queries,
accomplished using a simple FCFS queue, or a more sophisticated
out-of-order technique.
Second, the policy must dictate when the
new query should be admitted. This may, for example, necessitate
achieving a certain level of resource availability
before the query
may execute. The policy must be profit-driven,
so that a new
query will
be admitted
if doing
so will
increase broker
profitability.
For example, the broker may admit a new query
whose operators could buy sufficient resources from currently
executing operators with lower bid prices.
When a query is scheduled, its operators become eligible to
bid for resources under the control of the allocation policy. Each
bidder, or operator, is guaranteed some resource allocation:
the
amount of this allocation is a policy decision but is at least the
minimum
amount of resources that the operator requires to
execute. If this amount of resources is not available, the bidder
must wait until sufficient resources become available, Remaining
resources are then sold to the highest bidder, accomplishing
two
important things, First, the broker always makes the best use of
resources as they contribute
to the performance
objective.
Second, resources are fully exploited since idle resources will be
sold to lower bidders if they cannot be used by higher bidders
TO
(i.e., higher
bidders
have their
maximum
allocation).
maXlmiZe
the utility
of resources, the broker dom not explicitly
maintain
a long-term
reserve
of resources;
however, it may
temporarily
hold resources in reserve to adapt to changes in the
workload that occur as new queries enter and old queries leave the
system. That is, the broker may buy back resources from one
bidder to sell to another; these resources are temporarily
held in
reserve until they are sold.
The broker dynamically
adapts to changes in the workload by
adjusting
previous resource allocation
decisions, necessitating
adaptable
algorithms.
The operators must bid for resources
multiple times during their execution, where the result of a bid
may be an increase, decrease, or no change in the operator’s
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previous allocation.
The operators must be capable of gracefully
adapting to these resource fluctuations by immediately
adjusting
their resource usage as directed by the broker. Note that the
broker will never require an operator to reduce its allocation
below its minimum
requirement
nor allow it to exceed its
maximum requirement.

Broker

Implementation

We have described
discuss

some

Issues

the broker

conceptually,

implementation

issues.

and we now

The

broker

briefly

could

be

as a single entity, or a collection
of entities,
depending on considerations
such as the machine architecture,
workload, and the performance objective,
For a shared-memory
machine with a simple objective, a single broker could manage all
resources (memory, disk bandwidth,
and processor bandwidth),
The broker could be implemented
as a shared data structure or a
separate process. For a more complex architecture or objective, a
hierarchical
structure may be used, where first-level
brokers
manage bidding among queries, and second-level brokers manage
bidding
among first-level
brokers.
Furthermore,
a different
currency may be used by each broker, depending on its objective.
This may require the definition of an inter-currency exchange rate.
A two-level
hierarchy of brokers might be appropriate
to
manage resources in a hierarchical
architecture,
which is a
distributed-memory
machine with shared-memory nodes [GrD93].
Each node could have a broker to manage intra-node resources
(i.e., memory, disk bandwidth, and processor bandwidth),
and a
global
broker
could
manage
global
resources,
such
as
interconnection
bandwidth,
and perform load balancing.
For a
large machine, the global broker might be several brokers, each
responsible for a subset of the nodes.
implemented

As an exampleof a structure for a complex workload, consider
a multiclass query workload,
where each class has a different
performance objective [BMC94].
For this workload, one broker
could manage the resources assigned to each class. A global
broker could then manage the allocation of resources among the
classes by selling resources to the per-class brokers depending on
how near they are to their performance
objectives.
Note that
[BMC94]
specifically
considers a mix of transaction and query
classes, while the broker addresses query workloads
but not
transactions.

4. Prototype

Resource Broker

In the previous section, we described a framework for dynamic
resource brokering at the conceptual level. In a first validation
study of this framework, we have implemented a prototype broker
to manage memory and disk bandwidth for a multi-user workload
composed of hash join queries with widely
varying resource
requirements.
The broker explicitly
controls the amount of disk
bandwidth
used by individual
queries by allocating
disk 1/0
buffers
for
asynchronous
1/0.
The
prototype
broker
is
Implemented as a shared-memory data structure, rather than as a
separate process or thread. In this section, we describe in detail
the

specific

covering

policies

that

we

defined

each of the five elements

4.1. Performance

for

this

prototype

broker,

of the framework.

Objective

The performance
objective is to minimize
slowdown
with the
constraint of fairness, Slowdown measures how much longer the
multi-user
response time is for a query than the single-user
response time. Fairness is an even degradation in slowdown for
all queries regardless of size as the system load increases. Our
definitions
of these metrics
differ
slightly
from
those in
[MeD93a], so we describe them here.

For our calculation of the two metrics, we consider each query
individually,
rather than categorizing
the queries into classes.
This provides the most accurate slowdown and fairness values and
handles high variations
in slowdown
among all queries. The
average per-class standalone response times are used to normalize
the average per-class observed response times in [MeD93a].
Since response times may vary significantly
within a class, we
normalize the individual
response times before taking the mean.
Slowdown is determined as follows.
For each query, determine
the ratio of the observed response time to the standalone response
time for that query. Slowdown is the mean of the ratios for all the
queries. A lower slowdown is desirable since it means that the
response times were closer to the standalone response times.
Fairness is the standard deviation
in all of the individual
slowdown values. A lower fairness value is preferable, since it
means that the queries degraded more evenly in performance.
It is
important
to note that our method of calculating
fairness will
result in higher fairness values than the class method, since the
class method eliminates variations in response time by averaging.
It is important to point out that slowdown and fairness are only
used to measure the effectiveness of our policies, and are not an
integral part of the broker itself, The adaptive policy proposed in
[MeD93a]
has the goal of achieving
the best fairness, and
explicitly
uses fairness to guide scheduling
and allocation
decisions.
Therefore, it would not have been feasible for that
policy to determine fairness according to our definition (since it is
impossible to have available the individual standalone times for all
possible queries in a real system). Our intent is to show that the
brokering policies we have defined meet the goal of minimizing
slowdown
with the constraint
of fairness; the slowdown
and
fairness
values
need
not
be
calculated
in
an
actual
implementation.

4.2.

Currency

The currencies for both memory and disk bandwidth allocation
are based on Return on Consumption
(ROC), which was devised
by Yu and Cornell to measure the effectiveness of additional
memory consumption
on response time improvement
[Yu93].
ROC is ideally suited as a broker currency because it satisfies the
important criteria discussed earlier. ROC is directly derived from
the objective
of reducing response time; it provides a linear
relationship
between
profitability
and performance;
and it
incorporates the opportunity
cost of an allocation.
Specifically.
ROC is the benefit / cost ratio of allocating additional memory to
an operator, and is defined as:
ROC(M)

benefit
= ~

=

~(Mmin)

functions for different values of M, but not to reoptimize
the
query, which could result in different
execution
plans. The
optimization
of dynamic query execution plans is considered in
[COG94].
The next two sub-sections discuss our use of ROC for the
allocation of memory and disk bandwidth, respectively.
We also
discuss initial resource requirements
and the range over which
allocations may vary, which gives the broker its ability to adapt.

4.2.1.

Currency

Allocation

quite different workloads that 50% of memory is a reasonable
dividing point. A detailed discussion of ROC curves is given in
[Yu93].
The basic idea is to give an operator the memory
allocation that achieves the highest ROC, but to give the broker
flexibility
by allowing the memory allocation to vary. We refer to
the ROC at Mmin + 1 w ROCb~.~g,the baseline ROC (notice that
ROC at Mmin is undefined).
The curves have a hook shape, and
the bottom part of the hook is an undesirable allocation since it
provides a lower ROC for a higher memory consumption
than
ROCba.~<. A join’s
memory
allocation
may range from its
minimum requirement of Mmin to the smaller of its maximum
requirement of Mmax and the maximum allocation made to any
operator, Mwuop.
We refer to this maximum allocation as the
maximum effective allocation, MmmEfl,
and it is shown for each
join in Figure 2. The initial
memoti
allocation
Minlf is the
memory allocation that results in the highest ROC over the range
For example, Join A, which is the smallest
Mmin to MmtiEf.
join, will initially
receive its maximum allocation of 154 pages,
while the larger Join B will receive 512 pages. The largest join is
Join C, for which the highest ROC is ROCba.?e, reSUlting in an
initial allocation of its minimum
requirement
of 31 pages. We
give the broker flexibility
to adapt to changes in the workload by
allowing
the allocations to vary after the initial allocation.
To

o’ol*~
x initia] allocation (Mlnlt)

– T(M)

M x T(M) - Mfin

for Memory

The prototype
memory broker uses ROC to guide memory
allocations.
Figure 2 illustrates the ROC curves for three different
sizes of joins, where the maximum memory that may be allocated
to any single operator is MmmOP = 512 pages (one half of the
total memory of 1024 pages in this example system). The results
presented in [Yu93] showed the importance
of distinguishing
between “small” and “large” queries for memory allocation, and
MmmOp serves as our dividing point. In [Dav95], we show for

0.015

x T(Mfin)’

0

H

where M > Mmin M the operator’s memory allocation, Mmin is
the operator’s minimum required memory allocation, and T(M) is
the estimated response time of the operator with a memory
allocation of M. The calculation of 7’(M) assumes random 1/0
and accounts for large block 1/0 by assuming an average 1/0
block size of half the best block size for the system (the actual
block size dynamically
varies, as discussed in [DaG94]).
Due to
limited space, we do not include the analysis for estimation of
T(M), but it may be found in [Dav95].
In the ROC formula, the
benefit is the decrease in response time resulting
from the
additional memory allocation compared to the response time with
the operator’s minimum
memory requirement.
The cost is the
increase in memory
consumption
(the space-time
product)
resulting from the additional memory. Yu and Cornell determined
that the most effective use of memory to reduce average response
time is to give the maximum memory allocation to small operators
and the minimum
memory allocation
to large operators.
To
determine
ROC, it is necessary to reevaluate optimizer
cost
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Figure 2. Return on Consumption.

)

avoid the undesirable allocations that result in lower ROC than
ROCbahye, we determine the smallest memory allocation larger
than Mmln + 1 that provides higher ROC than ROCba.Te. This is
called the minimum effective allocation Mnu@f,
and the broker
may not reduce the join’s allocation below this amount. Thus, a
join’s memory allocation may range from Mmin~fi
to MuE~.
For example, Join B may have its allocation reduced from 512
pages to as low as 379 pages. It is not possible to achieve a higher
ROC for large joins, such as Join C. However, if memory is
available that cannot be used by a higher bidder, it is preferable to
gain some benefit by allocating the unused memory to this large
join rather than letting the memory remain idle, As soon as there
is a higher bidder that can use the memory, the large join will be
required to sell excess pages back to the broker. Notice that
although
Mmin
may be a reasonable allocation for the smaller
joins (Join A and Join B), we excluded it. We plan to study the
effect of considering this allocation in the future. Allowing
the
allocations to vary gives the broker flexibility
to adapt to changes
in contention by “recalling”
memory, and to fully exploit memory
by deriving every possible benefit from idle memory.
The bid price,
which
guides
the dynamic
changes in
allocations, is the highest ROC that the operator can achieve over
the range of allowable memory allocations, which is the ROC at
the join’s initial memory allocation
of Minit (or Minlt + 1 for
large joins).
To determine the bid price for hash join, it is only
necessary to reevaluate optimizer cost functions for Mmin + 1 and
MmmE~ . This bid price achieves the desired effect that smaller
joins submit higher bids than larger joins.

4.2.2.

Currency

for Disk

Bandwidth

disk bandwidth that provides
attempts to allocate D ~ed

Allocation

To allocate disk bandwidth,
we reserve a portion of memory to
sell to the bidders for use as 1/0 buffers. This will improve disk
utilization
by increasing 1/0 parallelism
(the adaptable algorithm
already exploits large block 1/0 by using dynamically
sized 1/0
buffers, as discussed in [DaG94]).
Operators that are allocated
multiple buffers may use asynchronous 1/0 to increase their share
of disk bandwidth.
The buffers are used for asynchronous input
(prefetching),
but the operator may also use asynchronous output
(see the
upcoming
sub-section
“Adaptable
Algorithms”).
Intuitively,
one might expect that more disk bandwidth should be
allocated to small joins in preference over large joins since this
was most effective for memory allocation.
In fact, ROC for disk
bandwidth indicates that a balanced approach is appropriate, with
preference for large joins. Although large joins have preference,
the difference between large and small joins is fairly small.
To determine how to allocate both memory and disk bandwidth
at the same time, we consider the nature of the resources.
Memory is a passive resource, meaning that it does not actually
perform
work for the join.
The size of the join’s
memory
allocation does, however, dictate the amount of work that must be
done, i.e., the amount of intermediate
1/0 to partition overflow
files. Once the amount of work is determined, active resources,
such as disk and processor, perform the work. Since memory
dictates the amount of work, it is the critical resource and should
be determined first. We use a two-step approach to calculate ROC
for disk bandwidth.
First, we determine
the initial
memory
allocation
Minit as described in the previous sub-section.
This
dictates how much work must be done for the operator, if the
allocation
were to remain fixed.
Second, using Minit
as a
constant, we determine ROC as a function of disk bandwidth only:
ROC(D)

=

‘T(JfLfl~r) ~m]n) – ‘(”wut~
D x T(Minirj

allocations
bandwidth

the highest disk ROC.
buffers to each join,

The broker
but allows

to vary from Dmin to Dmax. If there is insufficient
to allocate Dpeak buffers to all joins, lower bidders

(smalier joins) must sell to allow higher bidders (larger joins) to
retain Dpeak, If all bidders have D peak buffers, higher bidders
are permitted
to buy idle bandwidth
in the range of D ~eak + 1 to
DmQx. Even though this reduces the disk ROC, it allows some
benefit to be gained from resources that are not otherwise in use.
In summary, our heuristic for allocation of disk bandwidth is to
attempt to allocate Dpeak buffers to each join to achieve the
highest disk ROC for all joins, but to give preference to larger
joins if there is an insufficient number of buffers for every bidder,

0,11+

I
ROC(D)

0.1<
0,09
i
0.08
-1
0.07 +

2

3

4

5

D [Disk Buffers]

‘)

D) – Dmin X ‘Z’(MinLt, Dmin)

The operator is guaranteed to receive
Minlt, but any changes in that allocation

since they are workload-dependent.
Given the uncertainty of the
workload,
it is reasonable to use the allocation
of Minit
to
determine the Return on Consumption for disk bandwidth,
When
calculating T(M, D), we divided the 1/0 time by the number of
1/0 buffers, so that doubling the number of 1/0 buffers halves the
1/0 time. However, in our simulation,
we observed sublinear
speedup with additional disk buffers. This phenomenon is due to
the manner in which our adaptable hash join algorithm exploits
memory,
We account
for
this
and is discussed
below.
phenomenon
in our calculation
of T(M, D) by including
an
“effectiveness factor” to reduce expected speedup (based on our
observations,
we used an effectiveness
factor of 0.70).
The
detailed
analysis for T(M, D) was excluded
due to space
constraints, and may be found in [Dav95].
Figure 3 illustrates the
ROC curves for disk bandwidth for the same three joins illustrated
in Figure 2. The system has numDisks = 6 disks, and each join is
limited to one buffer per disk. That is, the disk bandwidth
for
every operator may range from Dmin = 1 buffer (synchronous
L/0)
to DmU = numDisks
buffers.
We may
make
two
observations from Figure 3. First, larger joins have a higher disk
ROC than smaller joins. The reason is that large joins realize an
enormous benefit from a small number of pages when the pages
are used for disk bandwidth.
This is in contrast to memory
allocation, which requires a large increase in memory pages to
achieve a substantial benefit, resulting in a large increase in cost,
Second, the highest ROC is obtained for an allocation of D = 4
buffers, and larger allocations
actually result in a lower ROC
because they provide much smaller benefit than earlier buffers.
Based on these observations, we define D peak as the allocation of

Figure 3. Return on Consumption

its initial allocation of
are difficult to predict
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for Disk Bandwidth.

6

Furthermore,
large joins are permitted to buy idle buffers if all
joins have Dpeak buffers. The bid price for disk bandwidth is the
highest disk ROC over the range of allowed
the desired effect that large joins
smaller joins.
However. given
between small and large joins,
simpler allocation
policy
for
allocation.

4.3.

Admission

allocations,

creating

bid more for disk bandwidth than
the small performance difference
it would be reasonable to adopt a
disk bandwidth,
such as equal

Policy

To reduce response time and meet the constraint of fairness, we
use an out-of-order
admission policy which we call sknvdownbased admission.
For queries that are waiting
to execute,
slowdown is a measure of the effect of wait time on the query.
Specifically,
slowdown

= (waitTime

+execTimeest)

/execTimeeL7t.

The query with the highest slowdown is the one to be considered
for admission.
Slowdown-based
admission favors small queries
but avoids starvation.
Since slowdown increases over time, the
slowdown
for a large query will
eventually
become high,
preventing starvation oflarge queries. Inaheavily
loaded system,
biased wait-time
may be a large contributor
to unfairness.
Slowdown-based
admission
reduces this bias and improves
fairness by causing queries to wait in proportion to their estimated
execution times.
Admission of a query is considered when a new query arrives
and at each bid point. When admission is considered, the query
with the highest slowdown
becomes the next candidate for
admission. Note that inthecase
ofanewly
arrived query, the new
query mayor maynotbe
the candidate query. Once the candidate
query is chosen, it may be admitted if the available and total
reclaimable resources aresufficient
tosatisfy its needs. Available
resources are those residing in the broker’s short-term reserves.
Memory
allocated
to an operator in excess of MmlnE~
is
reclaimable, and an allocation of disk bandwidth in excess of one
buffer irreclaimable,
Once theqttery isadmitted,
theoperatorsin
the new query may be required to wait for resources, until lower
bidders issue bids andarerequired
bythebroker
tosell into the
short-term reserves. When the available resources in the shortterm reserves are sufficient,
the operators receive their initial
resource allocation (Minit pages of memory and at least one 1/0
buffer) and begin execution.
Since it could be very expensive to continuously
maintain
slowdown
values for very many queries in a heavily loaded
system, we divide the new queries into several queues based on
estimated execution time execTimeg~t.
Only the queries at the
heads of the queues are considered for admission, thus only those
queries must have their slowdown
values updated.
For our
prototype broker, we use 10 queues. Since small queries are most
vulnerable
to excessive wait time, more queues should be
dedicated to smaller queries.
The multiprogramming
level (MPL) is not defined explicitly,
but dynamically
varies as necessary to maximize profit.
Since
memory
is the primary
resource and the allowed
range of
allocations for a query depends on its size, the workload will
affect the MPL, A workload with many large queries, which have
small minimum effective allocations (M ~LnEH ) will have a higher
MPL than a workload
with mostly small queries, which have
larger minimum effective allocations.
This is precisely the reason
that it is important
for the resource manager to manage disk
bandwidth in addition to memory.
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4.4.

Allocation

Policy

We discussed the initial resource allocations and the range over
which the allocations may vary in Section 4.2. In this sub-section,
we describe the policies that control these dynamic resource
fluctuations.
Resource allocations are driven by demand, and are
guided by the currency. We adopted a simple rule for buying and
selling resources: only the highest bidder may buy, and only the
lowest bidder may sell. This stabilizes the system by avoiding
chain reactions, such as a high-price bidder buying from a midprice bidder, which then buys from a low-price bidder. The broker
manages two lists per resource: demandList,
which contains
bidders that have less than their M InUE# t and excessLis~, which
contains bidders that have more than their MminEfl.
Both lists are
ordered by bid price, which is inexpensive since bid prices are
fixed and bidders are inserted and removed from the lists very
infrequently.
The broker reacts to rather than anticipates changes in resource
contention, necessitating that operators interact with the broker on
a fairly frequent basis. Furthermore,
our prototype broker is
passive since it is implemented as a shared memory data structure,
making it necessary for the active operators to “poll” the broker.
This polling also ensures that the operator is at a point where it
may quickly alter its resource usage. Although there is frequent
interaction, bidding is very inexpensive since it is trivial to find
the highest bidder that demands additional
resources and the
lowest bidder that has excess resources.
To give the broker
control and to allow it to react within a reasonable time frame,
operators are required to bid every bidhterval
seconds. In
addition, a join bids before spilling a partition (in hopes of gaining
memory), and before each build overflow file is processed (the
memory requirement
may be larger or smaller than for the
previous one). The bidInterval
must be short enough to allow the
broker to be responsive but not so short that bidding costs are
excessive. In [Dav95], we show that bid overhead is very low
(about .01 % of CPU time),

4.5.

Adaptable

Algorithms

In Section 2, we briefly reviewed the MCRHJ adaptable hash join
algorithm
that we use in this study.
That algorithm
can
dynamically
adapt to fluctuations in its memory allocation, but as
described in [DaG94], it uses synchronous 1/0. Since the broker
allocates both memory and disk bandwidth, we modified the join
algorithm
to dynamically
adapt to fluctuations
in its disk
bandwidth allocation by using asynchronous 1/0. When allocated
multiple
input buffers,
the join
is permitted
to use both
Asynchronous
input,
or
asynchronous
input
and output.
prefetching,
is straightforward
to include
by simply
issuing
multiple reads. The join accomplishes asynchronous output by
writing sooner than necessary. That is, the previous algorithm
reacts by flushing or spilling
a partition
when the free list is
exhausted.
The modified
algorithm
reacts when the free list
reaches a certain small size. For the purposes of this study, that
size is numDisks, the number of disks in the system. This gives
the join “slack time” so it can continue processing after issuing
each asynchronous write request, Notice that all input attributed
to the join uses the allocated input buffers for asynchronous input.
When the join is consuming the original build or probe input, the
scan operator uses the input buffers allocated
to the join.
However, if the input is pipelined
from another operator, that
operator may use only the resources allocated to it.
Asynchronous 1/0 will significantly
reduce 1/0 time, but it will
not provide linear speedup due to the tradeoff between dynamic,
large cluster 1/0 and asynchronous 1/0. Although asynchronous
1/0 is effective for scans of base tables, it results in smaller chrster
sizes for intermediate writes and reads because the join algorithm

writes sooner than necessary.
cluster size as they are written,

5. Database

Since files are read with the same
this impacts all intermediate 1/0.

Simulator

We implemented
a detailed database simulator to study resource
allocation techniques. Thesimulator
uses the Awesime simulation
toolkit [Gru91] and consists of a query source, CPU, resource
broker, and disks. In this section, we describe the simulated
hardware
and software
architectures,
the workload,
and the
implementation
of the policies against which we compare the
broker.
Parameter

Description

Value

CPU Speed

cpuSpeed

50 MIPS

Memory

M

8 MB

Page Size

pageSize

8 KB

Number

numDisks

6

of Disks

Disk Transfer Rate

transferTime

3.5 MB/see

Disk Rotational

rotationalDelay

4.76 ms

numCylinders
cylinderSize

2368

seekFactor

24’7 ,aS

# Cylinders

Latency

per Disk

Disk Cylinder

Size

Disk Seek Factor
Table 1. Simulated

5.1.

Hardware

Hardware

and Software

69 pages

Architecture,

Architecture

x W [BiG88].
The memory size of 8 MB may seem small, but
was chosen intentionally
to limit simulation time. The scalability
of the broker is demonstrated in [Dav95].
The simulator provides file scan and hash join operators, and
each query is a two-way join with two file scans. Each probe
tuple matches with exactly one build tuple.
Since resource
allocation
of multiple
resources in a complex multiple-query
workload is not well understood. we include only two-way joins
so we can focus solely on resource allocation issues. Once we
understand the problem for simple queries, we plan to extend our
techniques to complex queries with pipelining
and parallelism.
The number of CPU instructions for each simulator operation is
shown in Table 2, The broker is implemented as a shared memory
data structure rather than a separate process, All permanent and
temporary tiles are partitioned over all disks, Synchronous 1/0 is

Operation
a join

Terminate

a join

Read a tuple from a memory page
Copy a tuple to output buffer

Policies

To the best of our knowledge,
few studies have addressed the
problem
of resource allocation
in a multi-user
environment
[BMC94, MeD93a, PCL94, Yu93], Of these studies, two are not
relevant to our objective because they address completely different
problems. Although a dynamic memory allocation technique was
proposed in [PCL94], that technique has a performance objective
which is specific to real-time systems, Complex transaction and
query workloads with per-class response time goals were studied
in [BMC94],
In our experiments,
we compare to the two
ROC and Class, described
below.
The
remaining
policies,
inferiority
of static allocation techniques has been shown [Yu93],
as has the inferiority
of proportional
allocation
techniques
[PCL94, Yu93]. Therefore, we do not include these techniques,
allowing
us to concentrate
on those techniques
that have
previously demonstrated the best performance with respect to our
objective.
ROC is the technique presented by Yu and Cornell with the
goal of minimizing
average response time [Yu93]. Given a target
ROC, operators with lower ROC receive their minimum memory
allocation
while
operators
with
higher
ROC receive
their
maximum
memory allocation.
Once an operator receives its
memory allocation, the allocation remains fixed for the duration of
its execution. ROC uses FCFS admission.
Class is the technique proposed by Mehta and DeWitt with the
goal of fairness [MeD93a],
described in Section 2. Although
Class does adapt by dynamically
changing the per-class MPLs,
the memory allocations
remain fixed for the duration
of an

Simulator

Software

10,000
300

Hash table fudge factor

fudge

100

100

Probe the hash table

200

of CPU Instructions

Comparison

Description

500

rable 2. Number

In the experimental section, we refer to small, medium, and large
users, which repeatedly generate queries of the size designated,
Each user randomly chooses its build and probe file from a group
of files that are sized relative to the memory M in the system, The
tuple size for all files is 256 bytes. Small build files range from
5% of M to zs~o of M, and small probe files range from 25% of
M to M. Medium build files range from 30% of M to M, and
medium probe files range from M to 4 x M. Large build files
range from M to 4 x M, and large probe files range from 4 x M
to 16 x M. Before issuing a query, a user thinks for an amount of
time that follows a negative exponential distribution
with a mean
as follows: small user 3 seconds; medium user 45 seconds; large
user 240 seconds,

40,000

Hash a tuple

Complete an 1/0 operation
Mak~ bid to broke;

Workload

#Instrtrctions

Insert a tuple into hash table

Start an 1/0 operation

5.2.

5.3.

e
Table 1 summarizes the simulated machine architecture, with
disk parameters taken from a Maxtor MXT- 1240S. The elevator
algorithm is used for 1/0 request scheduling. The disk access time
is diskAccess = seekTime + rotationalDelay
+ transferTime.
The
time to seek across t tracks is calculated as seekTime = seekFactor

Initiate

used for all policies except for the broker that manages both
memory and disk bandwidth,
Values of parameters relating to the
software architecture are shown in Table 3.

2000
500

Input buffer size

Cinpu~

8 pages

Ctgt

8 pages

Min effective

ce~
bidlnterval

4 pages

Bid interval
Max memory per op

Mmu,,P

Memory

‘dLvkB

cluster

for disk BW

2%8

5 sec
.500f

W

Dpeak

Table 3. Software

per Operation,

Value
1.2

Target cluster size

Best disk BW allot

1000

Architecture

Parameter

M

24 buffers,

192 pg

4 buffers, 32 pg

Architecture.

and BrokerMD.
The performance of ROC at the lightest loads is the closest to
BrokerM,
but it worsens significantly
as the number of users
increases. The allocation policy of ROC is effective, but its FCFS
admission
policy results in poor performance
under heavier
system loads. As the system load increases, ROC allows more
large queries to execute with small memory allocations.
These
queries have long execution times, so small queries are penalized
with high wait times.
In addition to increasing overall slowdown,

execution,
Based
on the recommendations
in
operator’s
[MeD93b]
and on our own experiments,
we set the boundary
between small and medium queries at 25% of memory, and the
medium-large
boundary at 959Z0,to achieve the best performance.
Note that with hash table overhead, a “small” build file of 25% of
M is classified as medium.

6. Experimental

Results

We graph the performance of each policy as the number of users
in the system increases (i.e., as the system load increases).
Memory
is the scarce resource, and there is sufficient
disk
bandwidth
for all policies.
We report the folIowing
metrics as
appropriate to compare and contrast the behavior of the different
policies: slowdown, fairness, CPU and disk utilization,
the size of
1/0 requests, and the number of resource fluctuations
for the
broker policies.
Slowdown
and fairness, the primary metrics,
were described in detail in Section 4.1. Lower values are
preferred for both of these metrics.
Slowdown
indicates how
much higher is the response time in a multi-user environment
compared to a single-user environment;
a lower value means a
better response time was obtained, Fairness indicates how evenly
performance degraded among all the queries; a lower value means
that the degradation was applied fairly among all queries. For the

this admission policy harms fairness. The inadequacy of FCFS
admission
for the goal of fairness has been noted before
[MeD93a].
Class uses a more sophisticated admission policy that produces
lower slowdowns than ROC at higher loads, but still much higher
than the broker.
Surprisingly,
Class gives the worst fairness.
First, we examine the effect of the Class admission policy on
performance.
This policy improves performance compared to the
strict FCFS ordering of ROC. However, variability
in query size
within each class still causes smaller queries to suffer extra
waiting time behind larger queries, particularly
as the number of
users increases. The second factor that affects the performance of
Class is its memory allocation
policy.
Class uses an equal
allocation policy for medium queries. This policy is ineffective to
reduce response time, and combined with the dynamic per-class

primary metrics, slowdown
and fairness, the 90~o confidence
interval is within a few percent of the mean. Unless otherwise
noted, the experiments were run for 3 hours of simulated time.
Br-okerM is the broker policy that allocates only memory, and
BrOk.WMD
allocates both memory and disk bandwidth.
Recall
that ROC, Class, and Broker~
all use synchronous 1/0, and
BrokerMD uses asynchronous 1/0.

6.1.

Mostly

Small

MPLs, it results in unfairness.
The broker policies provide the best performance and stability
as the system load increases. CPU utilization
for this experiment
is shown in Figure 5, and disk utilization
is shown in Figure 6.
Broker~
generally has lower disk utilization
than ROC and
Class, and higher CPU utilization.
Notice that the higher CPU
utilization
is not due to brokering overhead, but is a result of the
effectiveness of BrokerM in utilizing the disk devices. To explain
this, we must examine the effectiveness of the underlying
hash
join algorithm.
Recall that the MCRHJ
hash join algorithm
exploits memory by dynamically
varying the size of the 1/0
buffer, or cluster. Ample memory allows the algorithm to use a
larger cluster, while memory scarcity causes a smaller cluster.
Thus, the allocation policy directly affects this aspect of the join’s
performance.
Figure 7 shows the average 1/0 cluster size realized
by each technique.
BrokerM
typically
achieves the highest
cluster size of all algorithms.
This improved effectiveness in
using the disk device decreases disk utilization
and improves CPU
utilization.
As the system load increases, ROC uses smaller, less
effective cluster sizes, resulting in an increase in disk utilization
and a corresponding decrease in CPU utilization.
Since ROC uses

Users

In this experiment, we show the performance of the policies for a
workload that contains a majority of small users. Taking think
the
actual
ratio
of
concurrent
times
into
account,
small: medium:large users is approximately
4:1:1. Figure 4 shows
the slowdown and fairness for this experiment as the number of
users in the system increases to produce a heavier workload.
The
techniques give similar performance with few users in the system,
but as the system load increases the techniques diverge in
performance.
The broker techniques provide the best and most
stable performance for both slowdown and fairness as the number
of users increases. We will first discuss ROC and Class, which
show the highest variability,
and then we will discuss BrokerM

.
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Metrics).

that additional performance
might be obtained if the utilization
could be improved.
Rather than increasing the MPL, Broker~D
1
0.8
CPU

-w-

BrOk6T&fD

*
--- +-

BrokerM
ROC
Class

extends BrokerM
by allocating
disk bandwidth
in addition to
memory
to improve
performance
and device
utilization.
BrokerMD
explicitly
allocates portions of disk bandwidth
to
individual
queries by giving 1/0 buffers that the queries use for
asynchronous
1/0.
By using asynchronous
1/0, BrokerMD
improves both slowdown and fairness. BrokerMD
increases disk
utilization
to a desirable level and as a result, also improves CPU
utilization, resulting in more balanced device utilizations.
The broker allocation policy is dynamic, and imposes resource
fluctuations on the adaptable MCRHJ algorithm.
Queries under
BrokerM
average 2.16 fluctuations
in their memory allocation,
while BrokerMD
queries average 2.36 memory fluctuations
and
The average number
of
1.4 disk bandwidth
fluctuations.
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Mostly

Large

Users

In this experiment, we changed the ratio of concurrent queries
(small: medium:large)
to 1:1:4, and left everything else the same as
experiment.
Figure
8 shows the slowdown
and
the previous

Small Users
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6.2.

of Users

-% ___

\

%

2
1
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I

1

effective in meeting the performance
objective for a workload
composed of mostly small users. Furthermore,
performance
is
stable. The techniques performed
similarly
at light loads, but
quite differently
as the number of users increased.
ROC gave
poor performance
at heavier system loads due to its FCFS
admission policy. Class improved slowdown compared to ROC,
but it still allowed extra wait time for the smaller queries in each
class. The Class equal memory allocation
policy for medium
BrokerM
was very effective in
queries resulted in unfairness.
meeting the objective for this workload, but it exhibited lower disk
utilization
than ROC and Class. BrokerMD
was able to achieve
an improvement
in performance
compared
to BrokerM
by
allocating
disk bandwidth,
improving
both disk and CPU
utilization.

Small Users.

Figure 6. Disk Utd for Mostly

Avg

fluctuations is quite low, and is stable with increasing system load.
In summary, this experiment has shown that the broker is very
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Figure 5. CPU Util for Mostly
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50

Small Users.

FCFS admission, a heavier load means more large queries will be
active due to their longer execution times. Large queries execute
with their minimum
memory allocation.
and thus use a small
cluster size. Class also uses a smaller cluster size with increasing
system load, which increases disk utilization.
The smaller cluster
size for Class is due to a larger medium MPL, which causes
medium queries to receive smaller memory allocations.
CPU
utilization
for Class remains stable because the policy increases
the MPL with increasing load (this also contributes to the higher
disk utilization).
The low disk utilization
of BrokerM
indicates
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fairness for this workload as the number of users in the system
increases. The relative results are very similar to the previous
experiment with mostly small users, so we will only discuss the
Class technique, which exhibits noticeably different results.
Class shows improvement
in both slowdown
and fairness
compared to its results in the previous experiment.
The low
number of small queries prevents a significant
wait-time
bias
among queries in the small class. Queries in the large class have a
very low memory requirement, so many of them may be executed
concurrently
resulting in lower wait times. Furthermore,
longer
wait times can be more easily absorbed by large queries without
The
significantly
affecting
their
slowdown
or
fairness.
improvement in fairness is due to the smaller number of medium
queries. Recall that the largest “small” build file was classified by
Class as medium.
Thus, reducing the number of small users
reduces the number of Class medium queries. This limits the
unfairness against medium queries that occurred in the previous
experiment.
The broker
pohcies
minimize
the number
of memory
fluctuations for smaller joins since their memory allocation may
not vary much from maximum.
Large joins, on the other hand,
may experience more fluctuations since they are allowed to buy
idle memory for the periods of time it is not required by higher
bidders (smaller joins),
For this workload,
Broker~
queries
average 8.12 fluctuations in their memory allocation compared to
BrOk6’rMD
queries average 7.3
2.16 for the previous workload.
memory
fluctuations
and 1.46 disk bandwidth
fluctuations
compared to 2.36 and 1,4, respectively, for the previous workload.
This is still quite low, considering the longer average response
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In this experiment, we consider a workload that contains an even
number of small and large users (small, medium, large ratio of
I :0: 1). We have shown how the techniques handle workloads
dominated by both small and large users. Since large queries have
the greatest capacity to “interfere”
with small queries, we explore
the ability of the techniques to balance the demands of large
queries against an equal number of small queries. The slowdown
and fairness for this workload are shown in Figure 9. BrokerM
and Broker~D
again provide excellent and stable performance for
both slowdown and fairness. ROC provides poor performance as
the number of users increases due to its FCFS admission policy as
previously discussed. Class also provides poor performance for
reasons discussed in Section 6.1. The difference
in Class
performance compared to that in Section 6.1 is that performance
worsens significantly
as the number of users increases from 12 to
48, but is fairly stable from 48 to 72 users. This experiment
contains a large number of medium queries (the larger small
queries that are categorized as medium queries by Class). Class
favors these queries by increasing the medium MPL, but the
medium MPL cannot be increased beyond the point at which
medium queries receive their minimum allocation.
This saturation
point is reached at approximately
48 users, so performance won’t
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users,

In this paper, we have studied the problem of resource allocation
for multi-user query execution. The research in this paper makes
two main contributions.
First, we proposed a new framework for
dynamic
resource
allocation
based
on
concepts
from
macroeconomics.
Second, we developed a prototype broker that
shows the viability
of the framework
and contributes
to the
important
goal of reducing
response time in a multi-user
environment.
The framework
uses concepts
from
macroeconomics
to
simplify
the complex problem of allocating
multiple
resources
among many competing queries. In order to execute, operators
buy resources from a resource broker. The currency is derived
from the performance objective, which allows the broker to obtain
the best performance
by simply
maximizing
its profitability.
Moreover, the broker employs dynamic techniques and adapts to
changes in resource contention by changing previous allocation
decisions.
This requires that the system include
resourceadaptable algorithms, such as [DaG94, PCL93a].
The broker is
logically a single entity, but may be implemented
as a collection
of entities to address a range of resource allocation
problems,
including architecture- or workload-specific
problems.
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Metrics).

of Users

We developed
a prototype
memory
allocation
broker
(BrokerM)
to show the viability
of the framework.
The
performance objective of this prototype is to minimize slowdown
with the constraint of fairness. We compared the memory broker
to the best techniques to-date for minimizing
response time and
for obtaining the best fairness. BrokerM
outperformed
the other
two techniques by providing
both better slowdowns and better
fairness for a variety of workloads.
This demonstrated
the
usefulness of the framework and of the policies in the prototype.
However, the other techniques achieved higher disk utilization
than the memory broker. We then extended the broker to allocate
disk bandwidth as well as memory (BmkerMD).
To allocate disk
bandwidth,
we used a portion of memory as 1/0 buffers for
asynchronous 1/0. We used a two-step approach for the allocation
of both resources, where the best memory allocation is determined
and then the allocation of disk bandwidth is determined.
Whereas
the heuristic for memory allocation is to give more to small joins,
we showed that a balanced approach with a preference for large
joins is better for disk bandwidth.
However, the rather small
difference between large and small joins indicates that a simple
policy
such as equal allocation
would be effective
for disk
bandwidth
allocation,
By allocating both resources, BrokerMD
was able to obtain a reasonable performance improvement in both
slowdown and fairness, compared to BrokerM.
BrokerMD
was
able to achieve much higher device utilizations,
and more
balanced disk and CPU utilizations
than all the other algorithms.
This was due to the techniques
of large cluster 1/0 and
asynchronous 1/0. Large cluster 1/0 decreases 1/0 cost, reducing
disk utilization
and improvmg CPU utilization,
Asynchronous 1/0
also reduces 1/0 cost and improves
CPU utilization,
but it
improves disk utilization.
In contrast to our approach, earlier
work
improves
utilization
by
increasing
tbe
device
multiprogramming
level, which decreases the amount of memory
available for each query. Instead, our results showed that it is
better to use the best memory allocation
since it dictates the
amount of work that will be done, Then disk bandwidth can be
allocated to improve both device utilization and performance.
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